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Academic research in economics for 10+ years of which 8 years at Interdisciplinary Center of Economic Science at George Mason University (Started by V. Smith, Nobel Laureate in economics); Working on patent markets and teaching finance and economic development classes, active in the patent market discussions with UN, EC, WTO, others. Applied research on policy issues to leverage the human capital formation of developing nations through markets in patents (www.tradeinideas.com program).

Broad international relations with policy makers in UN, WTO and in economic development.

Prior to research I was active in international management consulting specializing in strategy, for over 20 years for: firms, international organizations and government agencies alike with special focus on management of risk. I am interested in key strategic issues for global firms today: dynamism, digitalization, services, IP and globalization. Expertise in the digital economy policies especially using patents (IP), information technology (ICT, IoT) and services management.

Business and Academic Experience

2017 – Senior Research Scholar, Institute of Management of Innovation and Technology
2019 – Adjunct Professor, George Mason University, South Korea Campus.
2015 – 2016 Senior Research Scholar, The Ratio Institute, Stockholm, Sweden
2011 – 2015 Term Assistant Professor; Adjunct Professor, George Mason University, USA: Aug 2011 – Aug 2015
2009 – 2014 Post Doctoral Research George Mason University, funded by the National Science Foundation, Swedish Research Council, SWEDBANK, and others.
2010 – 2011 Research Fellow in Finance, Jönköping International Business School (JIBS)
2006 – 2009 Visiting Research Scholar at ICES, George Mason University, VA, USA

2003 – 2005 IKU (management consulting with strategy focus)
1996 – 2003 Service Management Group (management consulting with strategy focus)
1995 – 1996 The World Bank as international cons. (Welfare Reform/Latvia, IT consulting)
1995 – 1996 EuroStep (management / IT consulting)
1986 – 1994 Harvest Consultants (management consulting with strategy focus)

Education

1999 Executive Program, MIT, USA, IT infrastructure for global competitiveness.
1985-86 MBA, INSEAD, majoring in finance and innovation, France.
1978-84 MSc in Physical Engineering majoring in Material and Computer Science, TEKNIKUM, Uppsala University, Sweden.
Languages English (fluent), French (fluent), German (fair), Scandinavian (mother tongue)

Range of international organizations and firms worked with as expert/consultant:

**International organizations and Economic development agencies:** including European Commission (patent markets), European Patent Office, Patent organizations and offices, UN/ECOSOC, World Bank

**International relations and speeches:** including UN, WTO, WIPO, WB, Brookings, and other, and academic conferences including Stanford, GMU.

**Agencies:** including Central bank of Sweden, Dep. of trade and industry, Parliament’s research forum (economic and risk issues), Patent office (growth/development issues)

**Companies/Industry level:** including Finance/banking (impact of IT/e-business, deregulation), Energy (market development issue), Printing industry (impact of IT)

Publications (articles)


2016 “Coordination of Inventions and Innovations through patent markets with prices: An Experimental Investigation of Price Signals and Search Behavior”, *Journal of the Knowledge Economy*, 2016, DOI: 10.1007/s13132-016-0418-0


Publications (books/chapter, selection)


Peer reviewed contributions


(personal invitation)

### Grants (a selection)

2018  The Government of Sweden/Foreign office, grant for development of a statistics-framework for trade in ideas (done in cooperation with WTO experts)

2017  The Government of Sweden/Foreign office, grant for pilot-study on trade in ideas

2013  The Swedish Foundation for International Cooperation in Research and Higher Education (STINT), grant for workshop 2 after NSF workshop

2012  National Science Foundation, USA, grant for Workshop on Internationalization and Competitiveness (Washington DC, March 1-2, and Stockholm Oct 2-4, 2013)

2010  The Swedish Research Council ("Vetenskapsrådet") two year Post Doc grant

### Teaching experience


### Synergistic activities on the patent system (selection)

World Trade Organization: “Trade in Ideas Pilot-Study – Next Steps”, presentation of a pilot-study including participation from Chile, Peru, El Salvador, Azerbaijan, Uganda, Kenya and South-Africa, Nov 26, 2018


World Trade Organization: Trade Dialogue Series on “Strategy for growth: A policy discussion on North-South exchange in technology through the patent system”. June 29, 2017


INSEAD MBA program test lecture on Business Strategy and IP: What you cannot do without an IP system, focusing on patents, Jan 2017

European Commission: Joint Transatlantic Workshop on “How patent markets can create growth”, March 2016

Co-organizer and co-chair at United Nations ECOSOC high-level segment, organizing a ministerial side event on Trade in Ideas, based on research and policy interest from developing nations. ECOSOC theme: “Science, Technology and Innovation, and the benefit of Culture for sustainable development to meet the MDGs”, at the United Nations in Geneva, July 1-4, 2013

Lead Presenter and Meeting Chair at United Nations Expert Meeting on “Science, Technology and Innovation, and the benefit of Culture for sustainable development to meet the MDGs”, at the United Nations Headquarters in New York, March 22, 2013